point of view is necessarily going to miss something. If you look at photography over the past
twenty or even fifty years, it’s not as though there were photo specialists within the mainstream
art world then either. So there have been lacunae even within the now-traditional visual arts
scenarios, but you have specialists for photography in contemporary and modern museums now.
One of the differences with respect to this exhibition, which makes it kind of challenging
and hopefully fruitful, is that instead of being a history show, like the Into the Light or the
X-Screen exhibitions—some of these large-scale historical surveys that really brought to a
broad public a semi-buried history or a marginalized history—it’s something else. We have
to remember that we’re already in 2006. One of the interesting challenges for us is to try to
make a narrow enough thematic focus within the exhibition to allow us to extend the chronology
of the show to a point where we can bring the present, or the near present, in contact with
works from the past. What those large-scale exhibitions didn’t do is actually bring historical
work into contact with contemporary work.
1 	This conversation took place in Vancouver on June 2, 2006, and was first published in the catalogue for an exhibition at
the Hamburger Bahnhof entitled Beyond Cinema: Art of Projection (Ostfildern, 2006), pp. 16–20. All illustrations are
installation shots from the same exhibition.
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An Optical Exhibition: Illusions, Specters, and Demystification
First, imagine darkness.1 Although it does not come first, its effect remains primary and
overwhelming. That projections mostly take place in a dark environment, or at least in shadow,
radically distinguishes it from most Western traditions of theater. Until the end of the nine
teenth century, both the stage and the auditorium were brightly lit, since the audience formed
as much a part of the spectacle as the performance itself (the plebeian “Gods” in the balcony
giving signs of approval or contempt; the aristocrats in their boxes wanting to be seen as much
as they wanted to see). Only at the end of the century did the darkened theater appear, first
in Wagner’s Bayreuth (with audience sinking into a dream-like obscurity), then in Antoine’s
Theatre Libre (a dark auditorium increasing the naturalism of the “fourth wall”), and later in
the cinema. In all of these cases, having the audience sit in blackness caused something of a
scandal.
Imagine, then, this unaccustomed gloom, its velvety eclipse of space, its obscuring of orientation.
As Maurice Merleau-Ponty said of night, “it is pure depth without foreground or background,
without surface and without any distance separating it from me. All space for the reflecting
mind is sustained by thinking which relates its parts to each other, but in this case, the thinking
starts from nowhere.”2 What happens in the dark? How does light structure and create its own
world? Projection indicates a throwing forward, in this case of light, but also of shadow, with a
collision occurring between light, shadow, and a surface or screen. There is a space in front
of a screen that seems to be canceled out by darkness, the “throw” of the beam of projection.
If darkness cancels out this space, the screen or projection surface opens up another space,
a space of illusion perhaps, or representation, or simply of the play of light. As Maya Deren
described the walls of her apartment when she first projected her film Meshes of the Afternoon:
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